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WILDLIFE CONSERVATION ACT
Chapter W-4.1

LICENSE AND PERMIT FEES REGULATIONS

Pursuant to section 28 of the Wildlife Conservation Act R.S.P.E.I. 1988, Cap. W-4.1, Council made the following regulations:

1. Fees
The following fees are prescribed:

LICENSE AND PERMIT FEES

Fee – HST Not Included

Resident Game Hunting License (18 years old and older) .................................................. $ 5.00
Complementary Resident Game Hunting License (60 years old and older) ........... No charge
Youth Hunting License (12-17 years old) ................................................................. No charge
Non-resident Hunting License (18 years old and older) .............................................. 75.00
Non-resident 3-day Hunting License (18 years old and older) .......................... 60.00
Resident Furbearer Hunting License ................................................................. 5.00
Resident Fur Dealer License ................................................................................... 25.00
Non-resident Fur Dealer License .......................................................................... 175.00

(EC684/06; 518/11; 306/13)